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PRESS RELEASE

Nice to know!
• For indoor use.

• Available in anthracite, cheeky pink, ice blue,

 orange, desert and gold honey.

• Dimensions: ⌀ 10.5 x 22.5 cm.

• Weight: 0.37 kg.  

• Wick � nished? No problem; you can order a new one.

• Running on kerosine or para�  n based oil.

FLAMTASTIQUE XS 
A cozy get-together around the � re. What’s not to like? Flamtastique 
is the oversized oil lamp for outdoors. His sibling, Flamtastique XS, 
brings that same glowing ambiance indoors, to your table. 

Here’s the story
You’re probably familiar with those traditional oil lamps. A glass tube to shield the � ame, a foot that 
serves as an oil reservoir and a lug to carry it all. Fatboy has transformed this golden oldie into a 
super-sleek new version, complete with its own quirky lug with extra functionality. Turn it and it winds 
up a new length of wick. For that extra bit of atmosphere when sharing a drink, or 
enjoying a meal, or just staring into the � ames. A strong oil lamp that’s more than a 
match for the tall camp� re stories it will undoubtedly � re up. 

Light up your life
Flamtastique XS is fueled by lamp oil. Thanks to the transparent section of its foot 
you can always see exactly how much oil is left. And its matte silicone coating 
makes this glass oil lamp extra strong. Flamtastique XS will feel right at home on 
your table all year round, and she likes to get out during the summer months too. 
Just don’t forget to take her back inside at night! So if you’re looking for an 
illuminating gift idea, Fatboy has a Flamtastique one…   
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